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BUY

Focus on Optimisation of Core Business
In a trading update yesterday, ahead of the results on 10 March, gold
recovery company Goldplat admitted that it had seen a difficult H2 2013. It
cited delivered material grades below historic norms, as well as a generally
lower gold price received on recovered ounces.
To help mitigate the decrease in the gold price and boost operating margins,
it has focussed on revising by-product procurement contracts and cancelling
low-grade arrangements with existing suppliers. It has also moved some
operations at its recovery plant in South Africa to 24-hour working. Cyanide
purchases at much lower delivered costs since October 2013 are also offering
significant benefits. Pre-purchased stockpiles will be increased, with
procurement prices to be arranged at the corporate level, rather than from
individual mine operations. It is anticipated that this will improve margins.
Depreciation of the Rand in relation to the US$ has also helped to buffer the
impact on margins.
For its operations in Ghana, procurement prices for tailings from artisanal
miners have been significantly improved. In addition, several new clients
have recently been signed, to further utilise the incineration section of the
plant at higher levels, while existing contracts have been renewed on more
favourable terms. The Kilimapesa gold mine in Kenya remains on care and
maintenance, with the company as yet undecided as to its future.

Company Description:
Goldplat recovers gold from milling residues at
plants in Ghana and South Africa.
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Responsible Gold Producer Status
Goldplat South Africa received the Responsible Gold Producer certificate
from Rand Refinery in December, in recognition of the effort and due
diligence it exercises in acquiring stocks for processing from sources which
operate in a sustainable and labour compliant manner. It is the first
secondary gold producer in South Africa to achieve this designation, and we
believe this will be increasingly valuable to the company as a branding
identifier to buyers of Goldplat’s recovered gold.

Recommendation and Target Price
Goldplat has been affected by the decline in the gold price as much as any
primary gold producer in the past year. However, focusing on its core
competencies, and optimising the supply and procurement of stocks and
consumables, is already showing benefits, and we expect the improvement in
operating performance to continue. We retain our BUY recommendation and
will be amending our target price in due course, once we have incorporated
the most recent trading news into our model.

Paul Renken, Senior Geologist
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#VSA Capital acts as Joint Broker to Goldplat.
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Important Disclosures
This research report has been prepared by VSA Capital Limited, which is party to an agreement to be paid a fee as corporate finance advisors and
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correctness. All opinions and estimates contained in the research report constitute the Company's judgments as of the date of the report and are
subject to change without notice. The information contained in the report is published for the assistance of those persons defined above but it is not to
be relied upon as authoritative or taken in substitution for the exercise of the judgment of any reader.
The Company accepts no liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of the information contained herein. The
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The value of any companies or securities referred to in this research report may rise as well as fall and sums recovered may be less than those originally
invested. Any references to past performance of any companies or investments referred to in this research report are not indicative of their future
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The stock is expected to increase by in excess of 10% in absolute terms over the next twelve months.
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The stock is expected to decrease by in excess of 10% in absolute terms over the next twelve months.

In addition, on occasion, if the stock has the potential to increase by in excess of 10%, but on qualitative grounds rather than quantitative, a
SPECULATIVE BUY may be used.
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Recommendation and Target Price History
Goldplat (p): Recommendation/TP history
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This recommendation was first published on 4 March 2013.
Target price placed under review on 5 June 2013.
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